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 Cervical cell classification is a clinical biomarker in cervical cancer screening at early 
stages. An accurate and early diagnosis plays a vital role in preventing the cervical cancer. 
Recently, transfer learning using deep convolutional neural networks; have been deployed 
in many biomedical applications. The proposed work aims at applying the cutting edge pre-
trained networks: AlexNet, ImageNet and Places365, to cervix images to detect the cancer. These 
pre-trained networks are fine-tuned and retrained for cervical cancer augmented data with 
benchmark CERVIX93 dataset available publically. The models were evaluated on performance 
measures viz; accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, F-Score, MCC and kappa score. The 
results reflect that the AlexNet model is best for cervical cancer prediction with 99.03% accuracy 
and 0.98 of kappa coefficient showing a perfect agreement. Finally, the significant success rate 
makes the AlexNet model a useful assistive tool for radiologist and clinicians to detect the 
cervical cancer from pap-smear cytology images.

Keywords: Alexnet; Cervical cancer; Cytology Images; Convolution Neural Network 
Models; Deep learning architectures; ImageNet.

 In women, the leading cause of mortality 
is the cervical cancer (CC)1. It is reported that more 
cases are found in moderate income countries2.  
The mortality rate of cervical cancer in India is 
nearly 25%4. It is observed that majority of the 
cases are diagnosed at the severe stage5 which is 
the main cause of increasing death. To reduce the 
mortality rate it is necessary that the disease must 
be detected at early stage.  In recent years, the 
artificial intelligence assisted applications using 
machine learning techniques became very popular 
in healthcare domain6–8. This helps the doctors in 
diagnosis as well as prognosis of the disease which 
will definitely improve the medical aid especially 
in rural areas where there is lack of expertise.

 Recently in biomedical image processing 
deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) 
has shown remarkable results. DCNN models 
are becoming popular because of excellent 
performance in terms of classification accuracy9. 
With the introduction of deep learning, the classical 
approach of multi-class prediction or diagnosis 
with prior segmentation is becoming obsolete.  
Literature reported more focus of related work 
on pap smear images for CC detection on single 
cell with two class classification problem. Srishti 
et al.10 has worked on single cell with pap smear 
data and reported 90% overall patch-based CNN 
classifier accuracy. Zhang et al.11 worked on single 
cell pap smear image and 98.3% accuracy for 
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binary classification with ConvNet. Nirmaljith 
et al.13 have proposed the DCNN architecture 
(i.e.Deep-Cerv) for binary classification of pap 
smear images and achieved 99.6% test accuracy. 
Thus, from the state of the art literature review, it 
is evident that, transfer learning architecture have 
not been introduced yet for automated classification 
of cervical cancer using the pap-smear cytological 
images. Researchers have either relied on private 
database or publically available benchmark Harlev 
database12.

Materials and Methods

 The pre-trained transfer learning 
models are explained which are applied for the 
classification of the cervical cytology overlapping 
cell images. Different transfer learning models are 
examined to evaluate the most appropriate model 
suitable for cervix cancer detection problem. The 
method is divided into four sub-sections: database 
description, data training on Cervix93 database, 
data classification, and data evaluation. These 
sub-sections are described in details in below 
paragraphs.
database description
 The Cervix93 cervical cytology image 
database is available publically with annotations14. 
The dataset contains 93 image stacks along with 
their correlated Extended Depth of Field (EDF) 
images. Each and every image in this database 
is of size 1280x960 pixels. The cytology cervix 
images are graded with Bethesda Sys- tem. There 
are three grades as Negative, Low-grade Squamous 
Intraepithelial Lesions (LSIL), and High-grade 
Squamous Intraepithelial Lesions (HSIL).The 
details about frames per grade and nuclei per grade 
are shown in table 1.
data augmentation
 The traditional practice for data 
augmentation is to transform color in an image 
i.e brightness, contrast, sharpening, white balance 
and blur. Also augmentation is done by modifying 
similar image attributes i.e rotation, flipping and 
histogram. Data Augmentation is done here with 
the mentioned transforms and the augmented 
images in the dataset are resized to 227 × 227 
pixels. Figure 1 shows the augmentation output.
data training
 Here three different deep convolution 

pre-trained models are considered for cervical 
cytology CERVIX93 dataset image classification. 
The pre-trained models are trained using the 
transfer learning approach15. The pre-training 
consist of pre-processing, feature extraction, and 
mapping the existing model into completely new 
models. The pre-trained model is then fine- tuned 
by proper adjustment of hyper parameters of the 
model. Fine tuning is done by replacing last three 
layers viz; a fully-connected layer, a softmax layer, 
and a classification output layer.  The motive behind 
using pre- trained transfer learning architectures is 
that, it is relatively fast and easy to train the network 
with random initial weights16. The other motive is 
that these pre-trained models have low training 
error than classical ANNs17. The performance of 
these transfer learning deep architectures have been 
evaluated for the cervical cancer detection problem. 
In the next subsection, these deep transfer learning 
architectures are described.
alexnet
 The AlexNet is a leading architecture 
with 8 deep layers, consisting of 5 convolution 
layers and 3 fully connected layers19, 20. The 
first five layers are convolutional layers with 
weights. The output of 5th convolutional layer is 
fed to next two fully connected layers. The last 
fully-connected layer feeds to the output softmax 
classifier distributing into three class labels. Here, 
the overfitting in fully connected layers is reduced 
by ’dropout method’21. The dropout is process of 
turning off the hidden neurons having probability 
of 0.522 at every iterations. ReLU is used for faster 
training of the model. The CNN with ReLU is 6 
times faster than CNN with tanh
Googlenet: imagenet and Places365
 GoogleNet23 is 27 layers deep. It is also 
called  as Inseption v1 having 9 inception layers, 
3 convolutional modules, 4 max-pooling layers, 3 
average pooling layers, 5 fully-connected layers, 
and 3 softmax layers24. The inception layer is 
combination of 1x1, 3x3, 5x 5 convolution layers 
and a max pooling layer. The output filter bank is 
concatenated into single output vector. This vector 
is input to the next inception module. For detailed 
explanation about the GoogleNet one can refer the 
original paper23. The pre-training the GoogleNet 
network is done separately using the ImageNet25 
dataset as well as Places365 standard26 data set. The 
network trained on ImageNet dataset contains more 
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than 14 million of images labeled with more than 
5000 different classes. The Places365- standard 
dataset has around 1.8 million images of various 
scenes categorized into 365 scenes. Each scene 
category has at most 5000 images in each category.
Cnn settings
 The general architecture of DCNN is 
shown in figure 1. For fair comparison between 
the networks, the hyper-parameters in all the 
experiments are kept same. The setting of the 
hyper-parameters is done as described in table 2. 
In DCNN, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) 
is the widely used optimization algorithm, as it 
replaces actual gradient with the estimated one30. 
In SGD, the model hyper-parameters are tuned such 
as initial learning rate. The learning rate is tuned 
since, the aim is to find local or global minima 
of loss function for faster weight adjustments. 
The momentum helps in accelerating the weight 

adjustment in neurons. In all the DCNN’s the over 
fitting is reduced by using dropout mechanism 
by employing L2 Regularization by scaling the 
updated weight by a factor less than one31. Every 
experiment runs 15 epochs and each epoch is a 
training iteration with batch size of 64.
Classification and Performance Evaluation
 Each output layer of the model will have 
different probability of the corresponding input 
cytology image. The network will consider the 
output with highest probability as its predicted 
class. The higher the value of prediction, the higher 
will be accuracy of that particular network. In this 
application there are three output layers as the 
cytology images are classified in three classes viz; 
N, LSIL and HSIL.
 The performance evaluation of the pre-
trained network models under consideration is 
done using seven performance indices32 namely 

table 1. Database details based on Bethesda System

 Negative LSIL HSIL Total

Number of frame per grade 16 46 31 93
Number of nuclei per grade 238 1536 931 2705

Fig. 1. Data Augmentation Output (a) input image (b)-(e) augmented images
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Fig. 2. Representation of deep convolution neural network

table 2. Hyper-parameters of the experiments

Hyper-Parameters Value

Optimization Algorithm Adam and Sgdm
Momentum 0.9
Initial Learning Rate 0.01
L2 Regularization 0.0001
Epochs 15
Batch Size 64

viz; Accuracy (Acc), Sensitivity (Se), Specificity 
(Sp), Precision (Pr), F-score , Matthews correlation 
coefficient (MCC) and Kappa Score.

results

 The main objective of this work is to assess 
the transfer learning models for the classification 

of cervical cancer images. The assessment is done 
by comparing the network models based on seven 
quality measures as listed in previous section. Table 
3 shows the results with Adam and Sgdm optimizer.
 The performance analysis of all the 
network models with Adam and Sgdm optimizer 
is done with reference to Table 3. Starting with 
the Accuarcy, AlexNet outperforms in terms of 
accuracy with average value of 99.03 for Adam 
optimizer. The lowest accuracy of 91.21% is 
reported in Places365 for Sgdm whereas, precision 
of Alexnet is best having average value of 98.97% 
followed by ImageNet with 98.15%. The least 
sensitivity of 88.88% is achieved in Places366 
for Sgdm while maximum of 97.78% is achieved 
with ImageNet with Adam optimizer. In the 
similar way, the highest specificity of 99.06% 
is achieved in AlexNet, while lowest 93.57% is 

table 3. Performance of  Transfer Learning Models with Adam and Sgdm optimizer

Architecture Optimizer Class Sen Spc Pre F1 Score MCC Acc. Avg,  Kappa 
         Acc. Score

Alexnet SGDM H 97.16 99.63 99.28 98.21 97.3 98.78 98.78 0.97
  L 100 96.59 96.71 98.33 96.65 98.3  
  N 93.75 100 100 96.77 96.27 99.03  
 ADAM H 97.87 99.63 99.28 98.57 97.84 99.03 99.03 0.98
  L 100 97.56 97.63 98.8 97.6 98.78  
  N 95.31 100 100 97.6 97.21 99.27  
Imagenet  SGDM H 99.19 98.79 97.62 98.4 97.6 98.92 98.38 0.97
  L 97.83 97.87 97.83 97.83 95.7 97.85  
  N 95.31 99.68 98.39 96.83 96.2 98.92  
  ADAM H 99.19 97.98 96.09 97.62 96.43 98.39 98.56 0.97
  L 97.28 98.4 98.35 97.81 95.7 97.85  
  N 96.88 100 100 98.41 98.11 99.46  
Places365 SGDM H 99.19 85.89 77.85 87.23 81.14 90.32 91.21 0.89
  L 77.17 98.4 97.93 86.32 77.48 87.9  
  N 90.63 96.43 84.06 87.22 84.53 95.43  
 ADAM H 98.39 96.37 93.13 95.69 93.52 97.04 97.84 0.957
  L 95.11 99.47 99.43 97.22 94.71 97.31  
  N 98.44 99.35 96.92 97.67 97.19 99.19  
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table 4. Confusion matrix for all CNN Models with Adam and Sgdm optimizer

Architectures Bethesda  Sgdm Optimizer   Adam Optimizer
 Grade Normal HSIL LSIL Normal HSIL LSIL

AlexNet Normal 235 1 2 236 0 1
 HSIL 7 1516 13 4 1521 11
 LSIL 5 7 919 5 4 922
ImageNet Normal 235 2 1 235 2 1
 HSIL 8 1514 14 7 1514 12
 LSIL 8 5 918 6 7 918
Places365 Normal 217 9 12 233 1 2
 HSIL 51 1401 84 14 1503 17
 LSIL 36 46 849 9 11 911

achieved with Places365. As far as F-score metric 
is concern, the highest score of 98.12% is obtained 
in AlexNet and least score of 86.92% is obtained 
in places365. Finally, maximum MCC of 97% is 
obtained in AlexNet and minimum is obtained in 
81% in Places365. The highest Kappa coefficient is 
achieved in ALexnet. Here, it can be concluded that 
the AlexNet implementation achieved the highest 
percentage in all the performance indices followed 
by ImageNet architecture. Places365 gives least 
results in most the performance metrics.
 The image wise classification of each 
network model for grading as per Bethesda system 
is shown in table 4. The confusion metrix table is 
obtained for both Agdm and Sgdm optimizer. The 
rows in table give the output class as per Bethesda 
system, while the column indicates the true class 
with two different optimization. The diagonal cell 
indicates the correct class, and the off-diagonal cell 
indicates the mis- classification.

disCussion

 Classification of cervical cancer of digital 
pap smear images using transfer learning approach 
into three grades based on Bethesda grading system 
is focused here. For early detection of the cancer, the 
more robust and speedy network model is essential. 
The work is based on Cervix93 database consisting 
of 1536 images of LSIL, 931 images of HSIL, and 
238 images of healthy class. The total dataset was 
divided into 80% training and 20% testing data. 
The transfer learning pre-trained models were 
fine-tuned and the performance was evaluated by 
seven performance indicators. Based on results in 
Table 3,  it can be concluded that Alexnet is the 
best transfer learning architecture than the other 
architectures. It can also be concluded that even 
though GoogleNet: places365 is one of the deepest 
CNN architecture, it gives low performance.
 The computational cost involved in 
training the network model is around two hours 

table 5. Comparison with the state of the art

Author Dataset Methodology Accuracy

[9] Private database DCNN 93.33
[33] Private and Herlev Dataset Inception-V3, Xception, VGG-16, Resnet-50 98.6
[34] Private Dataset PsiNet-TAP 98.00
[35] Private and Herlev Dataset AlexNet, Vgg-16 and 19, ResNet-50 and 101,  90.00
  GoogLeNet 
[36] Private Dataset Mask Regional Convolution Neural Network  91.70
  (Mask R-CNN)
[37] Cervix 93 Dataset CNN 89.50
Proposed  Cervix 93 Dataset AlexNet 99.03
Model
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Fig. 3. Performance measure for every pre-trained model for Adam and Sgdm Optimizer

on high performance computer with Central 
processing unit. Therefore, it is suggested to use 
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) for faster training.
 The state of the art comparison of existing 
reported literature is summarized in Table 5. 
The literature compared here is limited to CNN 
architecture for multi-cell and overlapped cervical 
cell cytological images. The proposed method is 
also compared at the last row in the table for better 
clarity. It can be concluded from the state of the 
art comparison that, AlexNet gives best accuracy 
so far (i.e 99.03%) in overlapping cervical cells. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended to use AlexNet 
for cervical cytology image classification.

ConClusion

 The proposed work employs transfer 
learning method for comparison and evaluation of 
various deep transfer learning network architectures 
for the classification of cervical cytology digital 
images. The work aimed at applying the pre-trained 
network models and compares the performances of 
AlexNet, Imagenet and Places365 with different 
performance indices. Here, each of the networks 
has correctly predicted the class label as Normal, 
HSIL and LSIL cervical cancer from the digital 
cytological images. It has been found that, AlexNet 
is able to predict with almost 99.03% accuracy 

in all the performance metrics in 15 epochs with 
batch size of 64. It is also found that, Places365 
has least performed as compared to the other 
networks, representing the poor network inspite 
of wide and deep layers. It is expected that the 
proposed AlexNet networks will make an important 
contribution to the biomedical domain and will be 
ground work for point of care technology solution.
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